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SCALE YOUR VPN WITH CONVERGEONE
The global COVID-19 pandemic has forced organizations of 
every size and industry to re-think how they conduct their 
business, allow employees to work, and try to make the best of 
a difficult situation. Part of this challenge is enabling the ability 
of their workers to work from home so they can be safe but 
still productive to the business. Most companies utilize Virtual 
Private Networking (VPN) services to allow users to remotely 
connect to the company network in a secure and reliable way, 
however, most VPN implementations were not designed for 
100% remote worker situations and the ability to quickly (and 
cost effectively) scale up these solutions in this time of crisis is 
difficult to do.

Introducing ConvergeOne’s Cloud-Scale Remote Access 
VPN solution. With Cloud-Scale Remote Access, we leverage 
scalable, cost-effective, and secure cloud-based infrastructures 
to establish a virtually limitless VPN solution that connects back 
to your data center over a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or direct 
connect network link. Because we link the Cloud-Scale Remote 
Access VPN solution with your existing VPN technologies, your 
users connect to the VPN just as they have done before while 
you still have control over access and security policies.

What’s Included?

• Expert design, installation, 
and integration services by 
ConvergeOne’s Engineering 
Team

• Cloud-Scale infrastructure 
and resources to address any 
size environment

• VPN subscription options for 
short, long, or permanent 
licensing

• Cloud connectivity options: 
Data Center VPN, SD-WAN, 
Direct Connect

Cloud-Scale Remote Access
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GET STARTED TODAY
At ConvergeOne, we don’t shy away from tough challenges. We are prepared to serve as your trusted advisor in ways we 
may not have before. These include solutions that quickly enable you and your teams to stay connected from wherever 
you are. Get started on this special offer by visiting convergeone.com/emergency-response-offers.

Scaling SSL VPN using AWS

http://www.convergeone.com/emergency-response-offers

